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A million dollar question – man faces today is – whether antibiotics are a Boon or a Bane? To 
save the human life as the super bugs have emerged with multi drug or extremely drug resistance. 
Some action has to be taken now by biologists; otherwise we may not find a cure for the future 
diseases. 

Even before the discovery of the antibiotics, Chinese, Egyptians and Indians used different 
moulds to treat wounds. Ayurvedha, Siddha and Unani system of medicines also rendered 
curative medicines. For example turmeric paste was used in the war of Mahabharata to heal the 
wounds and neem & turmeric were in use for small pox or other pox viral infections in India for 
many centuries. 

The first antibiotic “Penicillin” was discovered by Sir Alexander Fleming in 1928. It was not 
extensively used until the Second World War. This was followed by the discovery of many other 
antibiotics such as Tetracycline, Streptomycin, Cephalosporin and others. Today, we have more 
than 150 types of antibiotics. Most of the antibiotics inhibit the protein synthesis blocking 70s 
RNA which is characteristic of prokaryotes. But there are other mechanisms as well. 

Historically, it was Joseph Lister who proclaimed the ‘antiseptic theory’ in 1867 against 
infections who can be proclaimed as forefather of antibiotics. The first substance which was used 
as antibiotics was pyocynase in 1890 which often did not work. Later Paul Ehrlich developed the 
concept of Chemotherapy. As a feather on the cap it was Sir Alexander Fleming who discovered 
the “Penicillin” on 28th September 1926 at St.Mary’s Hospital London. This was a chance 
discovery from the dust bin as the bacterial culture (growth) plates disposed in Lysol sink for 
decontamination was retrieved to identify the mould that inhibited (killed) the bacteria grown 
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around it. In fact it was another colleague of Alexander by name Dr. La Louche in St. Mary’s 
Hospital, who actually identified the mould as Penicillium notatum. 

However the credit goes to Dr. Howard Florey and Dr. Ernest Chain for mass production of 
Penicillin for the treatment of wounded soldiers in the Second World War which was an instant 
success and drug of angels for the suffering. Although the antibiotics revolutionized the field of 
medicine like a magic bullet, within a span of two decades, bacteria revolted against the 
antibiotics and developed resistance in due course. The Staphylococcus aureus that causes skin 
infections, food poisoning, Pneumonia etc., started developing resistant to every form antibiotic in 
use. The prevalence of so called Methicillin resistant S. aureus (MRSA) evolved steadily and 
occupied a vulnerable position in the Hospital Acquired Infections. 

There are many ways and means by which a bacterium develops drug resistance. For example, M. 
tuberculosis may develop both spontaneous as well as induced mutation. Staphylococcus 
develops resistance because of plasmid which produces penicillinase and subsequently we had 
MRSA and lately we have VRSA (Vancomycin resistant Staphylococcus aureus). We acquire 
MRSA infection either by skin to skin contact or by surface to skin infection by bare hand or 
direct skin contact and the latter (surface to skin) is acquired by touching unclean utensils, 
instruments, telephones, key boards, desk tops, door knobs, lift buttons which where earlier used 
or touched by a MRSA infected person or by sharing personal items such as skin ointments, 
razors, soaps, towels etc., 

Tuberculosis bacteria (M. tuberculosis) initially developed resistance to streptomycin but today 
we have multiple drug resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) with an annual incidence of 4,40,000 
new cases resulting in 1,50,000 deaths annually around the world. M. tuberculosis resistant to 
Isoniazid and Rifamycin is called as MDR-TB (Multiple Drug resistant) which is steadily on the 
upswing in Europe. Extensively (Extremely) Resistant (XDR) tuberculosis is the one which is 
resistant to any fluoroquinolone and also to any injectable anti-tubercular drugs such as 
Kanamycin, Amikacin, Isoniazid and Rifampicin. About 30% of MDR-TB are also XDR-TB. 

The molecular (genetic) mechanism of antibiotic resistance include Transposon (jumping) gene 
mediated and also Integrons mediated through which, a bacterium can build up a whole range of 
multiple resistance which can be transmitted to other groups of bacterial species. 

There are various reasons why a bacterium develops resistance to a drug. The most probable 
cause is a man made reason. Indiscriminate, Irrational and inappropriate use or prescription is the 
main universal reason for which man has to be blamed exclusively. Like the passive smokers who 
are the victims for being associated with a real smoker, the antibiotics also kill innocent 
(commensal/nonpathogenic) bacteria. 

The hall mark of the antibiotic resistance is the emergence of the so called “Super Bugs” in 
Bangladesh, India and Pakistan. The super bugs are resistant to “Carbapenam” a broad Spectrum 
antibiotic which is the last solace for a doctor as well as the patient. The carbepenam resistance is 
identified in two major species of bacteria namely Klebsiella pneumoniae and Escherichia coli. 
The gene responsible for carbepenam resistance was identified by Dr.Timothy Walsh from United 
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Kingdom who christened it as NDM-1 (New Delhi Metalo-Betalactamase) which was a 
misnomenclature because bacteria with NDM-1 gene is not only present in Delhi in India but also 
in other countries. Politics has not spared even the antibiotics. 

To tackle the antibiotic resistance menace, people should be advised not to use antibiotics unless a 
qualified physician prescribes the same and should also follow the advice to take appropriate dose 
in appropriate time and route of administration. Protecting the patients, medical community, 
students and hospital employees from drug resistant bacteria will eventually protect the whole 
society. 

What we need today is a cost effective, target based synthetic or plant based drugs derived 
through advanced technologies such as nanotechnology. It is interesting to know that Japan has 
introduced a new green tea which could modify the drug resistance of key antibiotics. 

Addressing the antimicrobial resistance requires a comprehensive multi-sectorial approach 
towards target audience such as governing health authorities, prescribing doctors, hospital 
community, dispensing pharmacists and pharmaceutical industries, the patients and general 
population with specific regulations and recommendations, policies and strategies notifying the 
specific intention program. 

In future we not only require a narrow spectrum, optimized antibiotic, but also developing 
absolutely a newer antibiotics. We may also require a worldwide epidemiological survey to locate 
and eventually to localize antibiotic resistant strains and prevent them from spreading. World 
Health Organization has formulated the task force against the antibiotic resistance. But the 
success eventually depends upon the community to develop the concept of healthy mind, healthy 
food, healthy environment and minimal use of antibiotics. If the man made antibiotic is likened to 
an elephant, the god made bacterium is an ant and we also know who is the mightier. 

 

 

 


